Doll Pants & Skirt

The sweater is too complex to write up, so after making pants, you can probably figure out a good way to piece it (likely better than I did).

For the pants:
Put scrap yarn on and do about six rounds. Attach working yarn at the center front and pull up needles halfway around the left side of the cylinder. Work first on one half of the cylinder, then on the other half. If you want a rolled edge, you can do a selvedge by hanging row one onto row two. If you want a hemmed edge, knit 12 rounds and hang row one on row 12. Knit desired length of one leg. Pull needles on that side up out of work and put the ones on the other side back down into work. Cut your working yarn about 12" from the end of leg one. Re-thread so you can make leg 2 on the other side of the machine in the same way you made the first leg. When you get to the end of that leg (which would be the crotch), put all needles back down into work and knit the top part of the pants leaving enough extra to allow them to stretch to fit and allow for a hem at the top. Knit onto scrap yarn and remove from machine. Sew the crotch seam. I closed the final hem by hand so I could enclose the elastic as I went along.

Finish by adding buttons and top stitching to look like pockets (or any other design).

The skirt is a simple tube with a re-hung hem at the starting end (bottom of the skirt) and the same kind of top hem as the pants.